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Crop Monitoring System: A Case of Teaching Machine Vision through
Undergraduate Research

Abstract
Northwest Nazarene University, which is located in the Treasure Valley of Idaho, is developing a
crop monitoring platform (CMP). The CMP, which uses a machine vision system, estimates fruit
tree parameters such as tree canopy volume and canopy reflectance characteristics. This research
project, conducted by undergraduate engineering students, is integrated with the teaching of
machine vision in a Control Systems course. This paper presents a case for teaching machine
vision through undergraduate research.

1. Introduction
Northwest Nazarene University (NNU) is a nonprofit Christian university located in the Treasure
Valley, near Boise, Idaho. In 2010, NNU started its undergraduate engineering program, offering
a Bachelor of Science in Engineering with concentrations in electrical, engineering physics, and
mechanical engineering.
One of the core courses common to all engineering concentrations is Control Systems. Students
learn about feedback control system, how they operate, and how they are applied in different
systems. The course includes a one unit laboratory designed to reinforce the control systems
concepts. Laboratory experiments include the development of a machine vision system (MVS).
A MVS is used to recognize objects and then integrated with a simple robot to demonstrate the
concept of visual feedback control. Several engineering universities have developed courses that
include machine vision in the last few years. For example, Zhuang and Sudhakar1 developed a
machine vision laboratory to introduce students to the concept of machine vision. On the other
hand, Liang2 developed machine vision courses for manufacturing engineering technology.
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In the summer of 2012, NNU received a grant, part of the 2012 Idaho Specialty Crop Block
Grant3, from the Idaho State Department of Agriculture to develop a crop monitoring platform
(CMP). The main objective of this research grant is to develop a monitoring system that could
assist crop management in Idaho. In addition, NNU also received a grant from the NASA Idaho
Space Grant Consortium4 to study applications using unmanned aerial systems (UAS). The UAS
primarily serves in military applications but recently has begun meeting civilian applications5, 6.
These grants have provided great undergraduate research opportunities. A MVS will be used to
develop the CMP. Mounting the CMP to the UAS could provide a powerful tool for farmers in

the future. This paper discusses the integration of this undergraduate research with teaching
control systems, specifically machine vision.
2. Machine vision
2.1 Generic machine vision model
Machine vision can be defined as a combination of an imaging sensor with image processing to
provide visual perception to machines. The typical components of a MVS are lighting, image
acquisition system, and a processing unit, usually a personal computer. In addition, task-specific
software is developed to perform image processing functions. Awcock7 defined a generic model
for a MVS, which could be adapted to different applications. The model, shown in Fig.1, is
composed of four elements: scene constraint, image acquisition, image processing, and actuation.

Figure 1. Generic machine vision model
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1. Scene constraint is the environment where the MVS is deployed. It includes the lighting
parameter, which affects the quality of the images.
2. Image acquisition is the hardware that transforms the scene reflection into a digital
image. An RGB digital camera is commonly used for image acquisition especially if the
desired object has a color contrast with respect to the background. Some applications
require a special image acquisition system like a thermal camera or an infrared camera8.
3. Image processing acts as the brain of the machine vision and is typically composed of
pre-processing, segmentation, and feature extraction.
a. Pre-processing – modify and prepare the raw image to produce an image data that
is suitable for subsequent operation. An example is increasing the intensity of the
image pixels.
b. Segmentation - the desired object is differentiated from the background. The
simplest application uses a color filter to segment the desired object.
c. Feature extraction - the parameters of the desired object such as area, centroid,
and eccentricity are determined.

4. Actuation is the interaction back to the scene. For example, in a robotic picking system9,
ripe fruit and its location are determined by the MVS and the picker is guided towards the
fruit. This application of machine vision is commonly known as visual feedback system.
2.2 Integration of machine vision in control systems
In the Control Systems laboratory at NNU, there are two laboratory experiments related to
machine vision system; a) Introduction to machine vision and b) Object tracking
2.2.1 Introduction to machine vision
In this laboratory experiment, students are introduced to the development of a MVS using a
charge coupled device (CCD) color camera connected to a personal computer running
RoboRealm. RoboRealm is an application software package for use in machine vision, image
processing, and analysis. The objective of this experiment is to develop a simple MVS to
recognize an object using its color and shape properties. With the advancement of computer and
sensor technology coupled with the decreasing cost, a low-cost MVS can easily be developed as
shown in Figure 2. This MVS is composed of a wireless color camera, video signal transmitter,
USB video capture device, and a personal computer.

Color Camera
Personal Computer

Target objects
Camera transmitter &
USB video capture

Figure 2. Machine vision set-up
Figure 3(a) below shows the algorithm developed by one of the students to recognize a red ball
mixed with other objects (Fig. 3(b)). The algorithm starts with a simple RGB filter to segment
the red objects from the background. The filter is then followed by a size filter to remove smaller
objects and then a shape filter is implemented to recognize the round ball, which is shown in Fig.
3(c). The blob count process counts the number of circular blobs in the image.
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(a) Image processing for red ball recognition

(b) Raw color image

(c) Segmented image of red ball

Figure 3. Machine vision for red ball recognition
2.2.2 Object tracking
After the students learned the fundamentals of machine vision (2.2.1), they study how to
integrate machine vision to control a robot. The objective of object tracking is to reinforce the
concept of a feedback system using machine vision as the feedback block. In this case, the
tracked object is used to control a mobile robot. Figure 4 shows a closed-loop control system
using machine vision as a feedback block.

Figure 4. Visual Feedback Control
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In this experiment, the image acquisition system is mounted on the center of a Lego cart robot.
The goal is to move the robot towards the target, which is either a blue or red ball. Figure 5
shows the set-up for object tracking using the Lego cart with a wireless camera providing image
data. The image processing for tracking the ball is also shown. An arbitrary set point is
established for the image; in this case the center of the image. The MVS segments the ball and
finds its location in the image. If the target is not in the center, the motors are activated to

position the target in the center of the image. Once it is in the center the size of the ball is used to
estimate the distance of the ball from the robot. This parameter is used to move the robot towards
the ball.

Robot

Lego cart

Color Camera

Raw color image

Segmented image

Target

Position/Size detected

Figure 5. Object tracking using a Lego cart with a wireless camera
3. Crop monitoring system
3.1 Research objectives
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In the summer of 2012, NNU was one of the recipients of the 2012 Idaho Specialty Crop Block
Grant, which provides research funding specifically for specialty crops. Specialty crops include
fruits, vegetable, and ornamental plants. The overall objective of this research is to develop a
crop monitoring platform (CMP) to assess the conditions of a crop including crop dimension,
normalized difference vegetation index, and canopy nutrient content. A MVS is used as the
visual sensor for the CMP and includes both color and infrared images. The following section
discusses how a tree canopy can be analyzed using a MVS.

3.2 Materials and methods
For the development of the CMP MVS, a multispectral CCD camera was used, which acquired
both color and infrared images. The multispectral camera is connected to a PC using an Ethernet
cable and images are acquired in real-time. Matlab, with its image processing toolbox, was
selected for the development of the image processing and analysis portion of the MVS.
The specialty crop used in this initial research was the apple. Images of apple trees were acquired
in one of the commercial orchards in Sunny Slopes, Idaho. The camera was positioned about
seven meters from the tree and images were acquired during midday on a sunny, still day.
3.3 Results and discussion
Figure 6 shows the image processing for apple tree recognition. The raw color image (Fig.6(a))
shows an apple tree in the middle part of the image with other apple trees in the background. The
first image processing step involves the use of a color filter (Fig.6(b) and (c)) to separate the sky
and ground background. This step allowed students to compare how the controlled environment
of the ball recognition in the classroom extrapolates to a natural environment condition involving
the color filtering of a natural object under an uncontrolled lighting condition; reinforcing the
influence of lighting. The color filtering is then followed by an erosion and dilation process to
segment the middle tree from the other trees in the background (Fig. 6(d)). This was a challenge
for the students because unlike the round ball and square blocks in the introductory machine
vision experiments, the size and shape of the tree varies. Different techniques were investigated
leading to the erosion and dilation process such as edge analysis and shape analysis10. A binary
mask is then used to recognize the tree object and determine its features such as canopy width
and height (Fig. 6(e)).
The developed image processing algorithm was able to recognize and measure features of the
apple tree including height, width, and canopy volume. However, as previously mentioned, there
are some issues that need to be resolved. These include lighting (time of the day, weather
condition) and the position of the tree within the orchard. The erosion and dilation process is
shape-dependent, and two-dimensional feature estimation is used to represent three-dimensional
objects. These are challenges that the students encountered in the development process. From
these issues, the following MVS and control concepts are strongly demonstrated:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lighting control
Controlled environment versus uncontrolled environment
Color filter development
Morphological image processing
Camera calibration
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Although these theories are not taught in the formal lecture setting, the students learn these
concepts during the experiment and while developing the image processing and analysis

software. Several researchers have demonstrated that immersing students in research-based
activities expanded their learning opportunities. For example, Ferry and Otieno11 introduced the
concept of automation integration by using machine vision for an automated bottle and capping
and sorting system. Likewise, Yeh and Hammond12 developed an industry-based student project
which used machine vision to guide a robot that picks-up a tire from a conveyor and places it in
another fixture. By giving the students the chance to perform real-world problems, the students
acquire techniques on MVS development and learn how to integrate it with other automation
systems. It allows the students to think “outside the box”. In the case of crop monitoring, the
output will be used to manage crop production. For example, the features of the tree such as
canopy volume could be used to control the amount of water applied to a particular tree based on
its size. This is one type of applications of Precision Agriculture, where the crops are managed
based on the crops’ specific information.

(a) Raw Image

(d) Erosion and Dilation

(b) Color Filter 1

(e) Masking

(c) Color Filter 2

(f) Feature Extraction

Figure 6. Image processing for tree recognition
4. Conclusion
One of the concepts taught in the Control Systems course in the engineering program of
Northwest Nazarene University is MVS. In teaching MVS, two laboratory experiments are
conducted to learn the fundamentals of a MVS and its role in feedback control systems. In
addition, undergraduate students learn to apply the theory by conducting research in real-world
problems. A MVS was developed for crop monitoring specifically to measure tree parameters
such as canopy height and width. This paper has shown the added value of undergraduate
research in teaching machine vision.
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